


Universe State 
 

We have never clarified whether the universe had created by big bang or "intention." 
However, many global scientist advocates: 
 "A purpose of the universe" by Dr. Einstein, "Baby universe" by Dr. Hawking, and 
"Something Great" by Dr. Kazuo Murakami who is known for the study of genomes. 
If human bodies are little cosmos, there are universes to the number of human beings. 
And then, the earth is a part of the universe. 
We have savaged the mother earth for a long time. 
 
We have hurt the earth and ourselves by each of war, ecocide, crime, starvation. 
We do not stop. 
We cannot stop. 
 
It is about time for each little cosmos, human beings in the macrocosm to unite. 
The aggregation, the huge universe is named Universe State. 
Each of us has belief independently. 
We are the party that has projects and network to lead Japan and the world to peace. 
 
Our job description is diverse such as doctors, executives, professors, homemakers, 
students, and artists. 
We think earnestly with a little playful mind in our free time with leading our 
businesslike lives. 
 
We have already understood. 
If nothing should be is done, the earth's future will be dark and not be inherited to the 
next generation steadily. 
  
"We have already understood." 
 
What world should we aim at? ― It is difficult for people in the world to agree mutually 
and live happily without wars, starvations and ecocides.  
If we should not start... 
 
It is now that we must unite to the origin of the universe. 
As the only "nation" in the universe. 
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Preface 

Significance and a purpose to live are for everybody to live peacefully and 
happily. If it easily says, it is to "live as a human being" in the ideal society. 

In the good old days in Japan, the spirit of mutual help traditionally 
existed. Neighbors and relatives lived like brothers, sisters and a family 
harmoniously. For instance, we borrowed it from a neighbor when we ran out 
of soy sauce and miso and those were returned with a bit of gratitude. Taste 
and humanness existed in society at the time. Because a difference of 
poverty and wealth was little, even lockup was needless. A relationship of a 
spirit existed between people those days. 

Ideal society is the goal where every nation and religion aims. 
Circumstances of a spirit of a human touch overflowing Japanese of good old 
days will become the starting point that we tie up between people, and create 
ideal society in the 21st century. 

However, the westernization enabled modern Japanese to live in the 
environment that did not need human relations. When we run out of miso 
and soy sauce, we can buy them at an open-ended minisuper. If there is even 
money, everything is available anytime. That let a communication of people 
weaken. For self-defense, individual information an infringement and the 
conservation of privacy became important. In a condominium leaving the 
only neighbor and approximately dozen ofcm, we are dependent on the 
security system and live with unknown people without conversation. 
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The neighbor who was as a family member, brothers or sisters are now treated as 
stranger. People become possible to live not to look back upon bothering anyone else. 
Thus we can live indifferently in spite of faced with the following things: The 
natural global warming and environmental disruption to threaten life, increase of 
an endangered species of the animals and plants, war and plunder, increase of 
crime, existence of a nuclear power and the proliferation of nuclear weapons, 
starvation and poverty, illness and suicide, industrial waste and illegality 
abandonment of trash or child abuse.  

Because it is expected that the phenomenon will increasingly worsen in future as 
well as not converge, we will not be able to live on happiness for the time being. 

Will we have lost the spirit that lived as a human? ―  Though those are 
unrelated for us, we will be forced to enter war as a soldier if a country makes war, 
we will have to work extra if a tax rises, we will suffer from illness if the global 
environment worsens, and we cannot but commit suicide if we lose its job. 

Will you be left with other people's affairs really? Even if only our family, friend 
and we want to be doing in an emergency, you must receive unfortunate fate with 
people of the others. 

Time is already late. Are you good as it is really? 
People of profession called a minister hold an ideal and a dream and will work 

hard for that realization day and night. However, they are ridiculed. For instance, 
class disruption, political corruption, a scandal of a police officer, medical 
devastation, or greed bonze. Reality goes quite opposite to an ideal, a dream and 
hope. 

People know the good and evil and, needless to say, know what an ideal is. 
However, the question why society does not improve continues existing. 

Ⅰ．The apple box that an apple rots 

A difference with the ideal social structure that an ideal and a dream is realized 
and the modern social structure that an ideal and a dream is not done has to be 
investigated to solve those questions. 

It makes understanding of that easy to compare apples and an apple box with 
social structure. We can understand that a person replaces an apple easily. 

On the other hand, a metaphor of an apple box may be complicated. However, 
plainly, it is a constitution element of society, hardware. It consists of five items: 

Economic system ―  circumstances of distribution, way of distribution and 
consumption 
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Industrial structure ― circumstances of manufacturing 
Finance ― circumstances of the circulation, assets and property 
Taxation system ― circumstances of public money, intended purpose of money 

that we levied from people 
Besides, there are following four items as software ―  politics, education, 

information and religion. They exist to create, maintain and administer the apple 
box. 

There is a problem that modern social structure, the apple box, will rot whole 
apples. (Adjective social structure) Even the superior apples-ministers or scholars, 
fresh apples ―  children, and improved apples ―  enlightened people, If they 
abandon the judgment of good and evil and are content with their current situation, 
all apples rot finally. 

Furthermore, the structure of a current apple box leads a tree of an apple, the 
earth, to rot as well as apples. In each social structure, capitalism cannot stop war, 
market economy cannot stop mass production and mass consumption, 
throwaway-based manufacturing cannot stop ecocide, and mammonism and the 
unfairness distribution of public money cannot stop morale contamination. Thus 
there is no methods to avoid rot of apples unless the apple box is reconstructed: for 
instance, polish (learning and training), an examination of management method 
(legal changes and thoroughness of manner), improvement (enlightenment activity), 
and ventilation of the box (environmental conservation, recycling, modification of 
labor conditions). In the worst case, apples are discarded for the apple box to 
endure; there is stark reality of downsizing; Symptoms are masked by restructure 
and personnel reduction. (Band-Aid resolution) 

Those methods have been continued repeatedly, but society does not improve and 
becomes rather bad. The reason is nothing but that the apple box has not 
reconstructed. It is a pressing need to create ideal society as a substitute for 
capitalism, market economy, the industrial structure of the manufacturing center, 
mammonism thought and the taxation system that are the basic structure of the 
present apple box. (① resolution of material problem) 

Furthermore, there is another question. Though people understand that they 
must create ideal society, why was the social structure that cannot achieve an ideal 
one established? 

A clue to solve this question is to find an answer to a question “Who am I”. 
Therefore, we must search for an answer to the question, "What am I?", "Where 

am I from", "How should I live and what should I aim?" by concentrating all wisdom 
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of the human. We must decide an ideal method of politics, education, information 
and religion based on that. (② resolution of a mental problem) 

Reasonable technique a victim and a pain do not occur, and smooth method of 
reconstructing the apple box is expected to solve above-mentioned two problems, 
and to make ideal society. 

First, a blueprint of an apple box must be shown. Then, It must be shown that 
what the next principle of capitalism will be, what the next economic system of 
market economy will be, how money system and taxation system will be changed 
and how politics, education, information, religion to manage those should be 
changed. 

In addition, as well as a theory and suggestion, the model community with 
watching and experience should be built. Because that will eliminate our 
uneasiness for the new apple box. (Grand design and final vision must be shown 
first.) 

In the history, the reconstruction of an apple box was apt to be accompanied with 
a pain and bloodshed such as a revolution or war. However, today it is the 21st 
century, and we, who live in high-civilized societies, can share mass information 
instantly all over the world. Thus considering the historical backdrop, an apple box 
must be reconstructed by a refined method to be different from that. 

In the next section, ideal vision about principles of the next generation, economic 
structure, industrial structure, a system of money and a tax, politics, education, 
information and religion are suggested. 

Ⅱ．Symbionism 

― freely fair principles of symbiosis ― 

In the capitalism society, struggle cannot become extinct so that there is plunder 
to a base. Some characteristics in capitalism ― greediness for earning more capital 
and sense of a special privilege by capital strength, can promote discrimination. 
(Superiority-oriented system ― valued on industry, economy and management) No 
matter how much used sophistry, finally, ultimate unequal society will come. A 
disagreement of idea with someone else causes a violent scramble. Therefore, 
struggle does not die out eternally. That is, so to say, the imperialism. 

Capitalism is located in opposite poles of our ideal that there is not war, and the 
people who are poor by poverty, starvation and illness are relieved immediately and 
are everyone fairness as a person. Thus, the continuation of capitalism society 
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cannot make ideal society. (Why the educational expenses, medical cost and welfare 
costs will be reduced) Therefore, it is the principle of symbiosis that is suggested as 
ideal principles of the next generation as a substitute for that.  

Symbionism is pacifism. 
That respects individual freedom by sharing in the inside to preserve order and 

work and responsibility with law and, by common use of right and disclosure of 
information, creates society with stable life activity fairly and freely. (The society 
dependent on livelihood, medical care, the welfare, education, and togetherness) 
There are no ruling classes, the class system, permanent manufacturing, and forced 
labor to get money in symbionism. Thus, it is quite different from communism. A 
theme of symbionism is how pleasantly we live as a human with cooperation under 
fairness. 

Ⅲ．Education and religion are foundations to live as a human 

There is much education and are many religions in the world. 
However, there will not be so many an ultimate aim and goals of education and 

religion. It is an ultimate aim and goal of education and religions create the 
following ideal society, and to live there. (Truth is one only) 

A theory of education and a doctrine of religion are foundations to realize ideal 
society. Practice especially is important in religion: Praying for happiness of people 
of the whole world, learning the habit that a rule is right like worship, a thing 
making use of in health maintenance as breathing method and exercise method 
through manners. 

However, strangely we are in great fear by discrepancy of interpretation as well 
as society still does not improve. The reason is that social structure, the apple box 
prevents from being practiced because even if education and a doctrine are however 
ideal, and excellent. 

What brings our happiness cannot be maintained without defeating its 
competitor such as securing profit, publicity, and supremacy. Thus if social structure 
is not reconstructed, it will not be realized in spite of brilliant idealistic theory. 

Besides, it is very difficult that an organization and a religious association 
reconstruct it. Thus, our idea should be fused in a big frame of ideal society that can 
"live as a human." without constrained by sect and religion. 

In recent years, the number of NPO has increased very much. Every group to 
including them should assess which part can they have some role in reconstruction, 
convene a summit with each part, pursue the essence, and show the standard of 
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ideal society.  

Ⅳ．Regional autarky 

Market economy can survive only by continuing mass production and mass 
consumption. That shows that market economy is a destructive system that cannot 
avoid global warming and the environmental disruption. Thus, it is indispensable to 
shift to the ideal economic system that is suitable for the 21st century to make 
restraint of global warming, an improvement of the natural environment, and 
environmental safeguard possible. 

 
At first, not to overwhelm the Spacecraft Earth sink, economy of the next 

generation as a substitute for market economy is expected. They require a following 
thing minimally: 

(i). "The recycling-oriented agriculture, forestry and fisheries industry" aimed 
for environmental conservation and prevention of the mass infection in 
stockbreeding and poultry farming not the emphasis of productive 
efficiency. 

(ii). The method not to require the exchanges of supplies with distance as 
commodity distribution to protect the global environment permanently. 

(iii). Permanent sharing of the manufacture which personal taste is not included, 
and was manufactured the only necessary quantity without continuing 
mass production and mass consumption eternally. 

(iv). The idea that was based on "the complete cycle" that is neither recycling of 
an unenduring product nor disposable. (Abolition of the harmful material 
for ecosystem and the human body) 

(v). The complete supply and demand of comfortable and safe creature comforts 
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such as clothes whose functionality valued, organic food, dwelling that 
constructed by chemically inert building materials and is fireproof and 
shockproof, and complete demand and supply of water and energy such as 
utilizing heated water and electricity. (Sharing of object and a right) 

(vi). Economy that assures the stress-free and serene life with enough is enough 
leave by work-sharing and without imposition of working and child-care 

Briefly speaking, necessity or not of civilization is distinguished to a base in 
sharing of object, and it is necessary, and the object that it is necessary superior in 
the durability is produced, and the above is to establish community comprising the 
economic system which we are harmless, and do the supply and demand by 
stockbroker production and stockbroker consumption and voluntary trade by safe 
food, clothing and shelter and energy  (The fusion of Jomon culture and modern 
civilization) That is called regional autarky. (A social system for labor with a little 
operation population) 

Ⅴ．Order society 

People thinking that everything is a matter of scythe. On the other hand, for us, a 
lack of money makes both life and recreation impossible. People develop a strong 
tendency to get money beyond their conscience, for instance, thievery, blackmail, 
delicate, and insurance killing even for relatives. The people came to regard money 
as important than life obviously. 

The increase of mammonists, who does everything for money, caused moral 
degeneration as a pilot of Spacecraft Earth (earthians). Because that is from the 
devastation of a spirit of people that a problem of money and taxation system 
caused, ideal money and taxation system must be reconsidered immediately. 

It is necessary for the starting point of living to be asked to normalize the spirit of 
a person. This needs a very drastic idea. We must reconsider the essence of money 
and tax after the life space that even no money and a tax enable living is 
established, and having returned to the starting point of living. 

At first, it is necessary to make a special life area making living by labor instead 
of money in the new place. Then, after having considered a quantity of 
self-sufficiency rate and supply, it is required to divide them into some areas: 
agricultural commodity, machine production, clothing production, ceramics 
production. Food, clothing and shelter are secured by we select a type of industry by 
our own fitness, and sharing specified work and responsibility. 

Products are collected in the center of community, and charged and managed, and 
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public accommodation is set up so that meal, clothing and daily necessities can be 
provided to anyone anytime. In addition, a house of suitable size is prepared 
individually. They are equipped with furniture with the durability and a cooking 
appliance or an electrification product by convenience already. 

Thus, the establishment of a system based on sharing makes it possible that 
anyone lives in a house fairly. We can make living by the labor that oneself selected 
instead of money. (A working passes system) 

That prevents mental suppression, stress caused by working beyond our ability 
and unsuitable job. Moreover, illness is prevented by depending on fresh and safer 
foodstuff produced locally. (Ultimate preventive medicine) 

 
A mindless job is work for a robot and a computer. We should do the productive 

work adapted to each of us. It provides enough leisure with us as a rotation with 
them to share responsibility and a job fairly. 

Moreover, eco-tour should be executed because our spirits will be purified, hearts 
will be healed, and the living environment that we can feel happiness live as a 
human will be created through living, enjoying in nature. (A clean apple box is 
created) 

We will understand that we can live without money by living in that livelihood 
sphere. Moreover, through an experience of necessity of environment conservation 
and practice of life that made much of human relations, we will realize that 
harmony is the noblest materially and mentally. 

That society is named order society after perspective on the dignity of not money 
but life. (Self-realization is realized and fixes peacefully living environment) Some 
drastic methods to disprove the stereotype that we cannot live without money must 
be executed to realize above. Our spirit will never be recovered unless those are 
done.  
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Ⅵ．Maintenance-based autonomous industrial structure 

Industrial structure depending on manufacturing eternally will have ruined the 
global environment before long. Considering maintenance and recurrence of the 
natural environment, the industrial structure that does not depend on 
manufacturing is required. 

At first, you must get away from material civilization to escape from permanent 
manufacturing. Therefore, a production of necessities must be necessity maximum. 
The necessity maximum means the quantity needed that all people can share, 
quantity of just enough possession derived from the utilization factor that anyone 
can use without inconvenience. It is required that functionality, the durability, 
convenience and sensuousness count than individual taste, and a design is refined 
on necessities. After necessities are manufactured necessity minimum, we must 
change it into the system that is based on management and maintenance. That 
means maintenance, examination, management and administration of 
manufactures in each community. 

By transformation from manufacture to maintenance, management and 
administration, society should be switched over to the industrial structure that do 
not depend on manufacturing and every should maintains, administrates, and 
manages manufactures. Such a system utilizing products for a long term by the 
maximum maintenance check and management is called maintenance-based 
autonomous industrial structure. 

It is necessary to consider the following two things to realize it. 
From the diversity of our taste, each taste and manufacturing for a use is 

irrationalistic in a point of environmental protection. Everything bores people and a 
people end their life someday. Thus, manufacturing for only an individual produces 
waste. 

It is said that a human being can think altruistically only after satisfied, but we 
must notice that our desire is unlimited. Because the modern society is market 
economy based on individual consumption, products are manufactured in sequence 
for people not to be bored. Therefore, people cannot think altruistically yet. 
(Structure to corrupt spirit) 

Therefore, we must build the system transcended from tenacity and persistence 
for a material through switch to the ultimate manufacturing eyed sharing. 

For instance, a traffic system in community should be constructed like this ― 
Eco cars are placed as a kind of a ubiquitous traffic network and drives 
automatically to a destination. It is based on an idea that traffic violation and an 
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accident should be prevented by automation with a computer and a robot assuming 
it being impossible to have everyone observe law. (The systematization of the law) 
Cars are manufactured the necessity maximum derived from the maximum 
utilization factor. We lay emphasis on maintenance and management after that. To 
that end, it is sufficient to continue the maintenance and producing component 
needed.  

That means departure from endless manufacturing. It will become possible to 
stop ecocide by only that. 

When new community based on the maintenance-based autonomous industrial 
structure is created, current and the best technology will be required. The ultimate 
manufacture that each proud and weak point is supplemented mutually is required 
for each industry. In addition, considering the ability to regenerate of the earth, it is 
desirable to keep a burden for the earth by new manufacturing within a minimum 
after this reconstruction. 

An improvement method of living the environment that depended on machines 
such as a water purifier or an air cleaner rather contributes ecocide by a supply, 
assembling of materials, production, and the transportation of a machine. If nothing 
is done, global environment must be ruined. 

Anyone can understand the necessity of recovery of the global environment and 
activation of biological purification. However, it cannot be still constructed the ideal 
natural environment because that is against market economy based on mass 
production and mass consumption and manufacturing-centered industrial structure. 
Because there is the economic structure and industrial structure in which we 
cannot stop what is not good for environment, apples of the apple box rot. 

About medical care, it is a goal to establish the social environment that does not 
need a medical act as much as possible. However, though instrument, knowledge 
and technology about medical care make a rapid progress in reality, the number of 
patients and medical cost is increasing more and more, a reason for the 
contradiction is similar to the environmental problem mentioned above. 

Thus, if we make an effort to solve it in the current economic system, 
unemployment or closedown is inevitable for us. Because of the contradiction, it is 
never possible for us to say a right thing and to carry it out. (A problem of a system) 

This is another instance. ―  Nobody thinks a nuclear weapon to be good. 
However, people manufacturing nuclear weapons have a family and a child. It is 
easy to object to a nuclear weapon, but it is difficult to consider it to the life security 
of people manufacturing nuclear weapons. For instance, alternative job and 
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livelihood sphere must be offered to do that. 
Production cut and production stoppage are impossible as long as there are 

market economy based on mass production and mass consumption as well as it is 
not possible to throw weapons away as long as there is society requiring them. 
Therefore, such a society cannot conserve the natural environment. 

Thus, a switchover to the world that can reach the essence such as a suggestion of 
the ideal method of the society that does not require a weapon, that does not have a 
war and suggestion of the alternate economy system that it can conserve the nature 
environment through restraint of production will solve a problem fundamentally. 
(Our lives need not choplogic but real intention.)  

On the other hand, a civilized country having overabounded medical facilities and 
doctor must make an effort to the fundamental solution by creating the 
environment that can concentrate on a main profession quickly without looking 
away from essence. 

However, because of the contradiction, we must not do that in modern society. 
There is the only way to terminate old society by degrees through creation of ideal 
society to a new area and emigration there. 

When children waited for at a red light watched adult whom a signal is ignored as 
if it is said that the knack is prerogative of an adult, and cross it in the neighbor, 
children are to witness an essence of modern education. (As for the adult, rule 
violation is overlooked?) An adult can do feigning oneself and compromise, but that 
is unbearable for an adolescent and a child having a pure spirit. A spirit knows 
everything. 

When is the environment where is not satisfied with even if healed no matter how 
completely reconstructed? The fundamental resolution about NEET ―  Not in 
Employment, Education or Training ― , part-time jobber and parasite single will 
not be resolved unless the world that is full of contradiction not to have both a 
dream and the true intention is reconstructed. 

Therefore, the suggestion of community including the new principles, economic 
system and industrial structure, which were completely different from the existing 
principles, economy, money and taxation system and the establishment to a new 
place of that, are indispensable to achieve the above-mentioned condition. 

It will offer a little perplexity and relief to us that ideal social structure and a 
system, a theory to finally establish is shown, and are actually built to a new place 
as a model community. In addition, each industry is isolated from a current 
economic system. That allows that we work genuinely, and the community, which 
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can devote ourselves to a primary job, will be established. 
When we think about the reform of social structure based on the result of these, it 

is no wonder that there is an alternative that realizes of the economic society based 
on "LOHAS ―  Lifestyles Of Health And Sustainability,”and which can be 
sustainable allowed for health and global environment through construction of 
"Uni-Earth City," which is the community based on symbionism and has the ideal 
society and living environment that needs not money and taxation system. 

Ⅶ．Education ― the upbringing of a spirit 

The education of practical science to have three main points called New3S is 
necessary to learn skill to live in Uni-Earth City. (The wisdom is to make use for a 
person and we do not give priority in the competition of quantity of knowledge: 
Uni-Earth education) 
(i). "System" ― the construction of a system perpetuating stable support and 

maintenance of civilization, the establishment of a system managing ideal 
society and systematization of politics. 

(ii). "Science" ― scientific power to achieve high civilization and to maintain it 
permanently, ultimate scientific power 

(iii). "Sense" ― exhibition of talent ahead of the human intelligence that each 
prepared for, operation to true vocation 

It is an ideal that places lifelong learning by experience in fundamentals from an 
infant to the old. A kinder-elder-garten is established to inherit the exhibition of the 
creativeness and tradition of wisdom to a child from the old in the infancy, and the 
environment that both a child and the old can learn from through game should be 
set up there. That enables interpersonal communication to be practiced in life, and 
establishes the basis that grows the mind that we respect the old and can 
communicate with everyone. It is meaning of preschool education to have the way of 
life as a person is taught, and acquire courtesy such as consideration, gratitude, a 
mind of service and manner. 

In an elementary school, students learn basic literacy and numeracy skills and 
right wording by a lesson. As well as development of physical strength and health 
enhancement, open-air learning is held by touching it naturally so that they 
experience a relation with ecosystem. In addition, emotion upbringing by music or 
art is also held. It is the purpose of elementary school education to bring up as the 
person who is helpful for other people and other creatures, to cultivate sensitivity, 
and to acquire loyalty. 
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It is aimed at grasping talent through using period to choose the type of job of 
each and searching for each true vocation through experience learning and 
inspection and learning the basic knowledge of management of the pivot and 
support of regional autarky and maintenance-based autonomous industrial 
structure in a junior high school. 

In a high school, students choose a suitable job, and acquire technical knowledge 
of it. In addition, they acquire basic medicine and knowledge of a diagnosis to learn 
higher healthy maintenance and management, and secure the living environment, 
which does not require medical acts as much as possible. The term is a period 
realizing the ultimate of study, and there is a senior high school for exhibition of 
talent and realization of social contribution. 

At a university, students enrich high-dimensional naturally environmental 
maintenance and management of health by useful invention for society, the 
improvement of computers and robots managed in each area and selective breeding 
of farm products. That promotes an indispensable exhibition of the creativeness to 
maintain high civilization. 

We labor from 20 years old for 60 years old, only 40 years. 
After that, A volunteer can flourish as tradition of wisdom in a 

kinder-elder-garten, small medium- and high-levels a part-time teacher of a school, 
developing guidance at a university, a member of a hobby club. 

When we get impossible to work, we can use a substantial system such as patrol 
home care service by at-home or visit careworker. We can live in environment 
coherent to life security, education and care without depending on a pension 
throughout the life. (Existence value being helpful for a person) 

It is an ideal that education is a development of ability consciousness for the free 
creativeness to be shown among the society fair materially and mentally and to 
learn to live art. 

Creation and upbringing of Uni-Earth City are not the construction of a mere 
material utopia. 

That is the making of system to bloom nature as a human, and to raise the mind 
nature. (Because an education system will not be changed in the society 
environment, it is done in a new area) 

 Ⅷ．Politics ― the systematization of politics 

A purpose of politics is people are treated fairly, and to create society without 
poverty. Thus if politics completely systematizes our life will be stable and have 
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permanence. To that end, politics need to shift the ideal management and 
administration system where certain individuals or companies cannot appropriate 
vested interest in the basis of equality and sharing. 

This problem is very difficult for a large-scale nation at a point of systematization. 
Therefore, we will consider about community of a small model, Uni-Earth City. 

In Uni-Earth City, a skill of a modern computer and robot is applied to a politics 
system (legislature, judicatory, and government) as the apple box that an apple does 
not rot. By protection by a law, monitor by all people, the accomplishment of an 
individual duty, ideal society will be possible to stabilize and be maintained 
permanently. For us, it is important that we acquire the political system as an 
obvious living system and the custom by experience through education since we 
were born. Furthermore, a ruler of the political system must not be established 
afterward. (Prevention of a selfhood act) Thus, the government of Uni-Earth City is 
the minimum, and it is the world where everyone is a politician. 

If such a policy is adopted in modern Japan shifting to decentralization, golden 
life space will be created. 

With the above how the future should have changed to normalize society has 
described. 

There will be various opinions and impressions. However, the world cannot be 
changed essentially unless that is executed. Because there is the fundamental 
reason, why we cannot but create ideal society Uni-Earth City as a system. The 
reason is that significance and a purpose of living cannot be found unless the 
question that "who am I?" of the next clause is solved and significance and a 
purpose to live not to be achieved unless the society which conformed to the answer 
that "Who am I?" is created. 

The structure is described in the next clause. 

Ⅸ．"Who am I?" 

Though we can do the distinction of "good" and "evil," "good" cannot be considered 
to be "good." The answer is in "who am I?" 

The question, "who I am" is often said philosophical or religious. However, we 
cannot avoid it when we think what is important to the best lifestyle and life. 
Because it is the most important theme in the fundamental construction of social 
structure. 

In addition, in the modern and historical society, we can notice society made in 
defiance of it collapsing certainly. When the question "who am I?" is compared to 
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apples and an apple box, we can understand this: Then the question is equal to a 
question whether is good if what is an apple, who creates an apple and an apple box 
for what purpose, and how should be an apple and an apple box finally. Thus, a clue 
to solve the question is to articulate the apple, which created an apple box 
"somebody," Something Great with an apple. 

The question, "Who am I?" seems to be insoluble, but it may be not. Have you ever 
thought about a necessity of a cookery program? The reason that cookery programs 
exist is that only the person who cooked can tell a recipe for that even any kind of 
menu. (Everything is creation ― cooking, music and art.) If we can know materials 
and constitution of space and the world where we live in same as this, we can find 
who we are. Space, foodstuffs are made from "an object, tangible or immaterial 
materials and quantum" and "intention, a non-material or energy," which means 
recipes or creation ability, two elements. In addition, tools by which we know or tell 
recipes, "identifier," the general term of sign, letter, number, word, name and sign 
language, are required. 

If either "object" or "identifier" did not exist, cookery program, scholarship, study 
and education would become impossible. That means that common recognition such 
as knowing it or telling becomes impossible. A recipe for cooking cannot be told, and 
it is not possible to origin to know the universe even if it exists, in addition. "Object" 
and "identifier" are indispensability materials to find a question, its answer and ask 
the following question: what kind of ability the creative ability is whether feelings 
and the good and evil are what kind of sense, thought or acts and who are we. 

Thus, we need these: Embodiment, corporealization of creativity by substitution 
to materials, creation of "oneself," actor to recognize creatures, verification, the 
experience of the essence of creativity and creator by "object" and "identifier." 
"Object" and "identifier" are tools to experience and know everything. (Art to solve 
pivotal propositions by the whole field of science) 

Therefore, a question "who am I?" appears and name sticks to oneself and even if 
that it is a human being is known no matter how. However, because origin of 
"object" and "identifier," in other words before the birth of the universe, "genesis" is 
not included in a category of "object" and "identifier," scholarship cannot arrive at 
truth such as real nature of oneself and genesis of the universe. Thus, there is not 
finally a method besides realization to know truth. Truth is a mystery, and we 
require flash and notice or awakening given by another person to realize it. 

Anyway, the human knew that they were in a well expressed in the sign, α that 
made of "object" and "identifier." Because only people who created the well can 
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recognize that they lived there, it is proved that they created a well. This proof 
means, "Humans are residents in the well, the universe, and is the creator of the 
universe." We cannot live alone. We are organism creating the universe 
monolithically, human beings. (At first...) 

Ⅹ．Creative intention (set energy of life) produces everything 

By the quantum-mechanical experiment such as Delayed Choice Experiment of 
John Archibald Wheeler and The Quantum Consciousness Hypothesis of Roger 
Penrose and elucidation of a function by human body dissection, it begins to 
understand that a material changes a property (not ingredients but condition) by 
consciousness of people. 

We cannot prescind quantum mechanics from our intention. Because the universe 
consists of a material that cannot but change by our collective intention even if the 
universe is immensity and infinity. When we overinterpret that, it is believed that 
the primordial phenomenon of birth of the universe, big bang or indeterminacy, is 
the creative intention, some kind of energy from the aggregation such as 己, 日, 8, 
and ∞, which consists of infinite energy of material and immaterial. (Japan, which 
gives the answer for the fountainhead of 日) Space consists of quantal blocks which 
are muddy and sandy and full of micro elementary particle and if they corporealize 
by the creative intention…We can consider that identities of ours are not in human 
bodies, materials. 

The human body consists of a material, and they have limit. However, it exercises 
with the unbelievable ability because it is a material because it is influenced the 
intention of another person. Supernatural powers such as fluoroscopy or 
corporealization or unbelievable strength of fire ground are the examples. 

In addition, an experiment to suggest a difference of "a human body"-- material 
and "oneself" ― the energy body was carried out in Institute of Technology Natl. 
Inst. of Bioscience and Human-Technology of the Japanese Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry. According to the experiment, it was concluded 
that the mouse-injected anesthesia of fatal dose decreased its weight at most 200μg, 
and at least 7μg. Considering that with the Einstein equation, some "energetic 
material" can exist in the living body. About the human body, about the 40g weight 
decrease is also reported. Thus, some "energetic material" is existence itself of 
"oneself," and a difference of the weight can be considered to be a difference of the 
state that "an individual" was in the living body and the state that it is out of the 
living body. Thus, it is proper to think that the human body is a vehicle of “oneself." 
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The boarding procedure to the human body is denomination of "an energetic 
material" ― oneself. It is transformed into a personal name (name = one) by 
denomination, and it is called a name repeatedly. Thereby, it is thought that 
Energetic material is transformed into voice, undulation, transcribed, penetrate or 
boarded into a brain of the human body. (One + self = oneself) 

Thus if human beings are brought up by a wolf and a monkey, or only fed under 
home detention without hail because energetic material cannot penetrate into the 
body, they grow like a wolf and a monkey and cannot communicate with others. (The 
human experiment by Frederick II, in Italy, the 13th century, and Kamala and 
Amala in India, and Jenny in US) 

In addition, because as well as a personal name, unlimited "energetic material" 
such as "a name of the gods and Buddha" and "something great", "a person" or "life" 
are named, a difference of oneself and someone else or a religion and denomination 
causes factional strife. 

The root is one ― one's existence, gods and Buddha and Something Great. 
However, the world is made us not to notice the illusion that there is in the state 
that an individual was divided. (The door of Iwato was closed) The above clarifies a 
difference of "the human body" and "oneself." It simplifies that near-death 
experience, the existence of a person telling memories of previous existence, 
multiple personality, astral projection and the drastic change of character and taste 
by an internal organ transplant are explained. ("Spirit" stays in the body.) 

In Japanese, life[生命(seimei)] are expressed in two letters, [生(sei)] and [命(mei)]. 
That suggests that life consists of two elements of [生] expressing a body and [命] 
expressing energetic material. The birth of [生 (sei:inoti)], the human body is 
implantation of the fertilized ovum and sperm, then figuration of the body begins. 
On the other hand, the birth of [命(mei:inoti)], oneself is implantation of the tied [命] 
and identifier to the brain, then autoplasty begins. 

Thus, there are two kinds of death. One is death of "the human body – [生]," which 
is an object, and another is death of "oneself – [命]," which is energetic material. 
However, "the something great" that is the root of life is never dead. "[命] - energetic 
material" merely escapes from human body, and it is immortal forever. 

Therefore, the beginning of the universe originates from the aggregation of whole 
energy, "human," "life," and "something great," which are essentially no different, 
the great fused consciousness which is the origin of the creation ― the inclusive 
term of the fused consciousness is called Crystal Spirit, oneself. Crystal Spirit is in 
the body by what it bears the universe, creates the earth and human beings, and 
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name into our brain (transforms lives into names and decentralize them). 

 
"Crystal Spirit" before the universe is created is primordial existence before there 

is a cycle of transmigration and the origin of the universe. According to "the Crystal 
Spirit," the universe exists in oneself. That is the state that the universe is 
corporealized in "Crystal Spirit," and float. In other words, the universe only exists 
in “Crystal Spirit and the universe is satisfied by all conditions and is closed system 
so that it can be completed. (The universe is "Crystal Spirit" itself) We cannot 
completely watch genesis of the universe "Crystal Spirit" itself is dispersed in the 
human body created in that by "identifier." The phenomenon must be based on 
locality and non-locality in quantum. (If they were not exist, quantum could not be 
formed) 

In addition, cosmic constant, a numerical law exists in the universe. Therefore, it 
is thought that intention of some "Crystal Spirit" participates in the universe. Thus, 
it is hard to think that the universe is creature of chance. (Not apply only to the 
universe, everything having constant numerical law.) For instance, laws to be 
common between triplet of DNA and 三象 of divination) 

"Number" is used for an intelligent design (ID) by all means. When it is planned 
to make object such as a building, a bridge , a tunnel, and chemicals, we make the 
mathematical expressions which "number" is always used such as blueprint and a 
chemical formula. It is the action that expresses intention to create by "identifier" 
and executes it. It is handling "identifier" including "a number" that only "Crystal 
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Spirit," which made cosmic constant and create the universe, possesses. Words, 
number, letter, sign, sign language is called "identifier." 

Thus, unbelievingly, genesis of the universe, intention for the universe to create it, 
Crystal Spirit, an intelligent designer exists dispersed in the human body. Therefore 
it is thought that a quantum reacts to even one only intention. 

Identical person is called "自分(jibun)" in Japan, and it is written that "自
(mizukara),"one was "分(wakareru)," divided. In other words, "oneself" suggests 
that it is outlier from "Crystal Spirit." On the other hand, we tell "our name" 
generally when it was asked our "名前(namae),"name, "前," before "名," identifier. 
However, that is incorrect. Because "前(mae)" means "the past," "Crystal Spirit" (the 
existence that cannot be expressed) is a correct answer of that. 

Some of us may be disturbed understanding by the fused "human body" and 
oneself. Thus, we are "oneself," α, which is the patulous state free from any bind and 
one of the "Crystal Spirit," which energetic material is in the human body by 
denomination and surrounded in it. That is the answer of "who am I?" 

The cycle that "Crystal Spirit Ω" forms "oneself α," and return to "Crystal Spirit 
Ω" again is called "infinite activity of life, ∞." (Life and death and transmigration 
of a person) In fact "Crystal Spirit" itself which created the universe penetrates by 
"denomination" into the "human body," it has already become specific people when 
those noticed, and they are "human beings" because they are merely told that they 
are "human beings." (The principle of infestation is delusion.) 

Because Crystal Spirit is neither specific people nor general "human beings," a 
question "who I am" arise. Besides, because this question is a question of "Crystal 
Spirit" itself not a question for an individual, that answer is not easily found. Visible 
evidence does not exist, and "Crystal Spirit" itself cannot be expressed. We cannot 
determine whether that exists or not because that cannot be expressed, and exists 
between "object" and "identifier." From the above, neither “the Crystal Spirit” nor 
the existence of “oneself” is material. 

We can look at the human body consisting of 60,000,000,000,000 cells, but cannot 
look at one cell with the naked eye. We can look at each human body of about 6,0 
00,000,000 in the world, but cannot look at our real true identity without figure 
with the naked eye. (The human body is reflected in a mirror, but oneself is not 
reflected) Thus the more we pursue the answer of "What is oneself?", the more we 
arrive at the religious, mystical, philosophical, and complicated world. (Occult) 

We live on the premise that we exists today. However, we are originally one part 
of "Crystal Spirit" itself. Thus our life becomes full of a mystery, contradiction and 
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problems, and, as for us, we finally dead-end unless we live as "Crystal Spirit." 
It is told "a human being" means "the world, the world" in a Japanese dictionary. 

We do not seem to be "human beings" apparently. 
It is a duty of "Crystal Spirit" to create "the world and the world," a human being. 

That was based on the world of Crystal Spirit, Ω -world, before beginning of the 
universe, and it was tried to create a "human being," the world and society. (The 
side to build social structure) 

There is "ground zero" before "a material" and "identifier" ―  word, letter,  
number, sign, name. Because there is not the human body whom we see every day 
in "genesis of the universe" and "ground zero" - world of Crystal Spirit, that does not 
have physical features such as a color of eyes, a color of hair or a color of skin and a 
name. Thus, distinction and discrimination do not exist there. (The society fairness 
is natural = heaven = the original society) Distinction and discrimination is a 
method to hide one's existence drastically for the purpose of asking "What is Crystal 
Spirit?" and "What is oneself?", and the result of individuating by change of color, 
native language and figure. 

Precisely because each of us is monolithically functioning "part of Crystal Spirit," 
we must create the society which can function monolithically, and live as "Crystal 
Spirit." That is a fundamental idea of a country created newly and the primordial 
reason why ideal society must be created. (We live together as Crystal Spirit) In 
other words it means that the world that treats all people as a slave if one is a slave 
and the world that treat all people as King if one is King are natural that all people 
are "a part of Crystal Spirit," oneself. (Human is the existence that has mind as 
Crystal Spirit and aims at completion as Crystal Spirit) True potentiality ability as 
"Crystal Spirit" is not to be exercised unless the whole recurs to "Crystal Spirit" 
even if only one returns to "Crystal Spirit." 

A heart works continuously whereas hair seems to do nothing but be wind-blown 
in the human body. However, a hair takes an important role to excrete the heavy 
metal, which collected in the human body. Similarly, even a sluggard will get 
possible to take an important role -talent and destiny that each holds when the 
society which we can live freely, fairly, comfortably, healthy and integrally, 
Uni-Earth City are built. 

As a fertilized egg construct a human body through cleavage to 
60,000,000,000,000, unified "Crystal Spirit" forms the human society through 
cleaving to 60,000,000,000 people. The human body monolithically every cell and 
internal organs functioning whereas people act and function at will in the human 
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society. If the human body is compared to an individual, that means that a head, the 
body, a hand and a foot move ramblingly. Because an order of a brain, "Crystal 
Spirit" is not transmitted, they cannot understand how they should act. That is a 
state we are born, and to be dead without showing the important talent that each 
one takes. (A state we are dead after having been born before being born, and to be 
still dark) 

Human beings have never considered the earth to be one unit, and realized ideal 
society, an ideal human being in historical times. We cannot arrive at a purpose and 
a goal to live unless the earth is reconstructed as the society where talent as 
"Crystal Spirit" can exercise. Therefore, we must create an ideal society, Uni-Earth 
City, and promote world unification.  

Ⅺ．"Oneself" ＋ "ego" ＝ "selfhood" 

― If apples verminate by harmful insects, it becomes a wormy apples. 

It was said "One who cannot be a human cannot be a cleric, either" well in old 
Japan. It is thought that "human" of that is "alias" of "Crystal Spirit." 

Though we are noble existence to be everyone, each one who parted from Crystal 
Spirit, why do we create collapsing society, do we cause problems continuously, 
cannot we solve them? 

 

 There is a clue solving the question for the building of "selfhood." 
"Crystal Spirit," the core has two kinds of growth. One is growth of "human body," 

material and human body, and another is growth of "oneself," mind and a part of 
core. "Oneself" forms "ego,” which is the orientation stakes-centered such as 
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profit-and-loss arithmetic by private ownership system in the processes. ("Crystal 
Spirit" equips inextricably linked bilateral character, adverse is "oneself," reverse is 
"ego") 

 

For instance, we get angry when our car is injured as if oneself was injured. 
Though a car, materiality are merely object not oneself, by finding value equal to or 
more than oneself in it, in other words projecting "oneself" to object, "ego," which is 
another human being. It is thought that that causes the phenomenon that we get 
angry when a car is injured. Because a president - post, intangible assets identify 
with "oneself" in the case of the president in particular, it gets angrier by hurt of 
pride as the president, ego 

"Ego" and "oneself" generated in that way fuse together to bring "selfhood" by 
fusing in the brain. Everyone completely forgets, in fact, to be "Crystal Spirit" 
(godlike being) today. 

 When "selfhood" is formed once, "selfish society," which is the social structure 
based on thinking and judgment led by "selfhood," are constructed. It is identity of 
"the apple box that an apple rots," and it is a cause for the society where we cannot 
but make an erroneous judgment and thinking. (egoism) 

Though the struggle and the scramble were not our original purposes to live, we 
made the society that we cannot help scrambling and struggling. 

Today we are "selfhood" formed by the fusion of "oneself" and "ego," "selfhood." 
Therefore, we take ourselves to be named, and become "selfhood" by owning a 

house and a car. (though it is "alias) of French (Crystal Spirit," as for Kukai, all 
people show in "弁顕密二経論" unless it is noticed.) Kukai tells that we have not 
noticed yet though we are "Buddha," the alias of Crystal Spirit in 
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"Ben-kenmitu-nikyo-ron". 
When "selfhood" is formed once, judgment of things and a criterion of perspective 

shift to selfhood-centered. For instance, wealth, fame, eminence, superiority and 
authority. They make us arrogantly, and have ourselves make the situation, a 
problem, contradiction or the mystery that cannot be solved with ourselves one after 
another. Furthermore, they have us segregate people, have us chuck others, and 
make the situation we cannot but perish someday. 

Nevertheless, we are interested in recency, pursue daily pleasure, welter in 
unlimited desire, set struggle, disguise ourselves, and lapse self-contradiction. 

On the other hand, the society itself is the environmental where we must 
continue to be "selfhood" even if we notice it, and make an effort to change "oneself." 

Therefore, we must act evil despite having conscience, knowing justice, and 
having enough common sense. That is the reason why we have ever told a lie, said 
shenanigans, and deceived others at least once. ("Oneself" and "selfhood" are 
inextricably linked) 

Thus, it is necessary to solve "selfhood" by all means to normalize this 
sleep-fogged state. For resolution of "selfhood," primordial materials and "ego" must 
be removed. That is the primordial ground and principle that the society must be 
reconstructed one based on detoxification of "sharing" - "ego" whatever reason there 
is. Thus, our mind cannot return to "Crystal Spirit," an original figure unless the 
nation that politics, economy, a law, education, money or the taxation system are 
developed and a function to remove "ego" is incorporated. 

If the society remains the present state, ideal society will not realized because our 
spirit does not change. It means that we are absorbed in the creating of space 
comfortable for the harmful insect on an apple that modern society is 
selfhood-centered though the air space that is comfortable for an apple of the apple 
center must be made. Therefore, when a harmful insect grows up, and their 
numbers increase, the apple tree, the earth is also skeletonized then it will never 
fruit as well as apples will be eaten up. 

It is necessary that the social structure restraining formation of "selfhood" that 
has never succeeded constructing since recorded history will be built and it will 
enables us to exercise our own talent and live as "Crystal Spirit" for the society not 
to be so. 

"The selfhood" has significance in that it competes each other by being based on 
itself, promotes the radical civilization, and obtains advanced material civilization. 

Thus, it is equal in becoming strong as "selfhood" to become the human being 
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whom it is annealed by competition and pass in the modern society. That makes it 
possible for us to succeed in the modern society. 

However, because our origin is not "selfhood," then we cannot remain to live as 
"selfhood." Thus we will go to self-destruction, downfall. 

Selfhood is expressed with "自我(jiga)" in a kanji. 我(ga) in it is the hieroglyph 
that the state that having a 戈(hoko) - pike in the hand is expressed. "Know 
thyself." is described in Parthenon shrine in Athen, which is ruin, and "Know 
yourself." is described in Peace Bell on the opposite bank of Atomic Bomb Dome in 
Hiroshima. That is surely a message from "Crystal Spirit" - the earth will lie in 
ruins unless "Who am I?" is solved and the society based on its answer. 

It is for new apples, children to be thrown in the apple box that rots apples one 
after another that we neglect the "selfish society," the apple box that an apple rots. 
In that event, all apples will rot, and the apple box will be white-anted, and the 
apple will rot and be ruined before long. 

From a long time ago, there had been traditional background that 
cooperativeness was emphasized, and avoidance of being egotistical like this 
proverb, "A tall tree catches much wind." in Japan. The growth of "selfhood" with 
development of civilization had been suppressed. However, we live as our "selfhood" 
dictate, and the dog-eat-dog society became taken for granted today. Briefly, we 
become to live based on "selfhood." 

Naturally, it gets possible for everyone to understand easily that society will 
collapsed unless an effective countermeasure by fruitless war, snafu ecocide, and 
expansion of rich-poor gap by more spread "selfish society." Until today, we devoted 
to competition mainly on "selfhood." However, we should rebuild the social structure 
of "Crystal Spirit," develop our physical strength through discipline of mind and 
body by art of calligraphy, judo, kendo and karate, or avocation such as fine art and 
figurative arts, and develop our dignity through service and heartiness each other, 
then live as magnificent existence. 

Ⅻ．New creation 

"Crystal Spirit" cannot be even named because of the existence before "identifier" 
and "object," but because we need its name to identify, it is named as "Crystal 
Spirit." However, "myself" is originally the most suitable name for "Crystal Spirit." 
"Myself" means the collective fused consciousness. Thus, nothing is to exist if there 
is not "myself." "Myself" means that it is fusion of much energetic material that is 
intention to create the universe. 
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We express "oneself" by expression of "myself" every day. Because "Crystal Spirit" 
hope us to realize that everyone is "myself," "Crystal Spirit" through "myself" is 
used by everyone. A mission of us to inherit the will is to create the society that 
neither discrimination nor distinction exists, and every "myself = Crystal Spirit" 
can live happily by sharing everything. (Society based on the answer of "Who am 
I?") 

To that end, it is necessary to establish the society free from the brick wall - 
self-centered advantage, desire, wealth, use and word. It never deprives of freedom. 

"Self-centered" means "wicked, cross-grained, and self-righteousness" in 
dictionaries. Thus, that requires merely us to refrain from self-centered view, selfish 
posture whatever doing. 

There is a word “I [私]” in Japanese. The dictionary says that its’ means is 
“Insincerity” and “Self-complacency” This suggests us that there is existence of “I”, 
selffood, which is insincerity and selfishness. 

It seems quite painful and difficult to back to "Crystal Spirit" without using 
selfish “I” for each of us. “Selfhood” will not change any further as long as “selfhood” 
itself is thinking about change.  Or “selfhood” may think itself "Crystal Spirit" in 
the worst case. 

Therefore, we have to find the way to change everyone, not for individual.  
It thought to be the best way for change to establish the environment based on 

sharing. 
For instance, the relation of “oneself” and "Crystal Spirit" looks like a tadpole and 

a frog. A tadpole (oneself) cannot lives on land however large it becomes. 
Nevertheless, if tadpole changes to a frog (Crystal Spirit), it can live on land 

The ideal for a frog is not living in water as a tadpole but living on land, that is, to 
be a frog. In a word, the completion of mental side (spirit) is the key to change the 
world. 

In addition, the ideal world for a frog does not exist though it for a tadpole exists. 
(This world is a fake and only process.)Thus, it is the most important to make the 
world where a tadpole “I” is able to become a frog "Crystal Spirit". 

A tadpole, “oneself”, will be a frog,” Crystal Spirit”, someday without any training. 
The problem is that a frog does not be able to be a frog, "Crystal Spirit" if the time 
(season, age) has come because of the present social structure. 

A tadpole becomes a frog whose looks and function are quite different from the 
original and whose way of growing is not same as a dog. In addition, “oneself” 
become “Crystal Spirit” which is different from the original though it is invisible. 
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The problem is that a tadpole becomes “selfhood”, fake frog that is neither a 
tadpole nor a frog if it is infected by a “ego” virus. 

To solve this problem, the people who have become a frog (the person who can 
think not selfish) have to make the world where a tadpole is able to become a frog 
without pain. 

I think the best way is making the world for a frog (the world of “Crystal Spirit” 
and awakening people that they are “Crystal Spirit”. This is the necessity to 
construct Uni・Earth City and Earth Confederation. 

People who can understand the mission must have ability to renew the world and 
influence. For this reason, the society free from forming "selfhood" in which all 
people can realize to have been Crystal Spirit must be constructed by them. 

If we can notice that we were originally "Crystal Spirit," our dull heart is whetted, 
our mind's eye are open, we can hear the voice of "Crystal Spirit," we can realize 
"Crystal Spirit," and anyone gets possible to realize truth, the origin of the universe 
and identity of ourselves. As a result, we can live as "Crystal Spirit," and enjoy 
conversation with words of "Crystal Spirit." 

However, if that is not done, the cause that we repeat rise and fall of civilization 
remain not to be solved. Even if we move other planets or new world, "selfhood" will 
build a rotten apple box before long, and then apples will completely corrupt with 
the apple tree. 

When we make community, we will be required special attention. If each 
community is created with a different system, especially, it expanded around the 
earth without standization of education, educational content and structure to 
eliminate "selfhood," ownership form, scramble and attacking will occur again.  
Thus when that is executed, it is required that the earth is considered as only one 
integrated unit and the social structure is united to be ideal. 

It is now that the world should be reconstructed, and if we overlook the important 
time, the earth must go devastated with lost self-renewal capacity. (The arrival of 
the time when an apple rots) 

A threat of annihilation by global ecocide is a huge issue. Thus, new society 
full-frills the system eliminating "ego" must be established with earth scale by 
considering the earth as unitary nation. It is the last chance for all people to be free 
from "selfhood" and become humans, "Crystal Spirit" that we construct the social 
structure which does not have us form "selfhood" based on "symbiotic society," 
"regional autarky," "independence maintenance management model social 
structure" and "moneyless life space." (It is hard for us to return to Crystal Spirit.) 
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If the earth gets impossible for us to live in, status, honor, money and wealth will 
not be worth at all. For this reason, the model of ideal Uni-Earth City should be 
constructed and we should ask people all over the world to understand through tour 
and experience by money of rich, wisdom of intellectuals, labor of stalwart. 

In addition, the ideal model, Uni-Earth City functions as the pogey area for public 
employees and a bureaucrat reduced by misgovernment, people struggling against 
hard living by a salary reduction, and unemployed people drained from competition 
society by "merger and acquisition." A revolution is accompanied with a victim and a 
suicide, but innovation is not accompanied with sacrifice. Thus, we should recognize 
that "revolution" giving merely pain without a bailout is not innovation enough. 
(Security of pogey area) 

It is not to say "better safe than sorry," but if building of Uni-Earth City begins 
until a nation has enough economics, the greatest public project imaginable will 
arise. (The last big business) Though that is just less than no time judging from 
historical time of the universe, all industry will be enriched, then Uni-Earth City 
will be finished up in happiness. 

Because manufacturing switches to maintenance and management after 
completion of Uni-Earth City entirely, new manufacturing will be needless. 
Uni-Earth City will welcome everyone then. 

A cause of current various problems are for us not to live as "Crystal Spirit." It is 
Uni-Earth City completing that we will be aware of "Crystal Spirit," and we will get 
possible to solve any problems by living as a person. 

One part of "Crystal Spirit" which dispersed to an individual will not need to 
assert, call ourselves with "myself" abusively by life to share all materials and 
rights and will be able to link together with our spirit, Crystal Spirit. It will be not 
necessary to exist dispersed as "oneself" by unification, over a long time; we will be 
able to return to "Crystal Spirit," which can function monolithically. That will make 
new creation of the universe possible. Uni-Earth City will be built everywhere 
around the world, and the network of "Crystal Spirit" surround the earth. Our 
consciousness will matures from earth citizen into universe citizen, and from earth 
scale to universe scale (Universe State), and then the universe will get possible to be 
integrated as well as the earth by the conscious wrapping earth from the universe. 
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XⅢ. Making of Uni‐Earth 

― toward foundation of the Earth Confederation 
At first, it is necessary to make an ideal definition. For instance, the country 

which is sharing-based and peaceful, has no starvation, deprivation, disease, 
ecocide, conflict and crime, and whose living environment is systemized for people 
to live happily.  

On the earth, because there are races that are different mutually in their life 
mode and thinking, it is smart to avoid touching on national, religious, and racial 
thought and disquisition and history.  

Persistently, it is the purpose to decide standard of life civilization, systematized 
lifeline or infrastructure that laid emphasis on life maintenance to "live as a 
person," live in the earth. 

In early stage, for instance, construction of theory for so-called ideal society is 
necessary. Ideal societies should be suggested as the ideal lifespace where material 
conditions are set based on the standard of civilization and improved 
individually-formed each climate. In addition, it is required that suggestion of 
standard of the social structure, ideal methods such as politics, economy, education, 
money, and taxation system that a nation, religion and race assume an ideal as 
mental setting of a condition. 

In middle stage, it is necessary to actually make ideal society based on suggestion. 
Ideal society is established as model community, Uni-Earth City. Even if it is small, 
it is necessary for it to be dispatched that it is not merely a model to experience the 
idea, but an ideal society to the world. In particular, by that Uni-Earth City based 
on the suggestion is established as special living zone in Japan and people live there, 
practice of living as human being and an ideal method of ideal life space are 
appealed around the world. 

If all over the world votes it the ideal society then, people will grow the common 
view and will be able to embody their conscious. (If we aim at a genuine ideal, it is 
the most effective to establish Uni-Earth City and to show an example there. 

In addition, anyone can create Uni-Earth City anywhere. If that is realized, 
national borders will be vanish toward to integration for what humans aim 
materially, microcosm which is formed by cleavage in each brain (oneself and 
consciousness), which is compared to human microcosm in NHK Science Special, 
will be able to connected as a commonwealth (the network of Uni-Earth City, 
Universe State) in the large universe (togetherness as humans) beyond the small 
framework, the earth (nations, religions, races and consciousness). If we can have a 
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consciousness of the earth, a little planet in the universe through increasing each 
awareness from small dimension, the earth to big dimension, the universe, we 
become to think that we would like to live peacefully at least in the small earth. In 
addition, the criterion to think about things by improvement of consciousness level 
changes, and our consciousness switches drastically. 

In last stage, a function of Uni-Earth City exercises with a special feature by 
magnifying Uni-Earth City around the world. 

For instance, as part of the international supportive activities for some 
developing country, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Islamic State of 
Afghanistan, Republic of Iraq, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, and African nations, it 
needs to establish Uni-Earth City suitable for location requirements under the 
global cooperation based on the experience and skills by JICA and UN-HABITAT as 
well as backup by money and supply, then genuine international contributions are 
required. (Education, scholarship, religion needs international cooperation = 
everything is harmonization and sympathy  = syntony) Inhabitants themselves 
learn how to establish Uni-Earth City and to maintenance, management and 
administration of the system and self-sustaining by establishing ideal Uni-Earth 
City with a resident of the countries. 

Then it is not necessary to scramble for support, and the living environment 
where there is really no starvation, poverty and discrimination is realized. That 
promotes fusion of a spirit. Against an old concept such as a nation, religion and the 
nation that were not able to realize an ideal until today, a new concept, principle of 
Uni-Earth City change a spirit of people, and an ideal can be realized. 

Japanese, a Chinese, a Korean and the American race and nationality that are 
stereotype come to have no meaning simply because spirit of people changes. At that 
time, we will be able to understand the concept of a shift to Uni-Earth, Earth 
Confederation. 

If a race, nationality, a border vanish, it becomes natural for us to be earthians. 
The earth becomes a unitary state then, there are not a difference and starvation, 
and we will change to the peaceful everyday life that a weapon is unnecessary. (A 
concrete method to abolish a border) 

The armed forces of each country should shift to an international rescue team 
triggered by that. If they endeavor for security with earth scale for a disaster and an 
accident, the earth will become ideal world. 

For this reason, standard of the clean, ecology and comfortable material 
civilization should be decided, for instance conformable house, water service, clean 
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lavatory, electricity service, traffic network. The earth must be considered to be 
integrated to one country, and sharing system must be enforced. 

Furthermore, purification of a spirit is also necessary. 
Our spirit will be integrated imperceptibly by Mind of sharing and living as a 

human is taught and education as an earthian is practiced it is important to offer 
education and information that everyone is a friend, and everyone is one as an 
earthian. 

Because ideal nation and society should be established not forcibly by military 
power, authority, and violence but spontaneously by fusion of people. It is the most 
natural process, and that obeys a law of universe and nature. (Cooperation by 
Uni-Earth City) 

When a new project is begun, an idea to avoid perplexity and misunderstanding of 
people is required. Therefore, at first, it is desirable to establish a model of ideal life 
space to be finally realized as Uni-Earth City, and to have them experience it. In 
addition, it is necessary to show an emigration plan to new life space definitely. 

Thereby, the ideal will be realized by not power and military power, traditional 
approach, but fusion of a spirit in Uni-Earth City. 

It is indispensable that superior model community, Uni-Earth City, a nucleus, a 
unit at the minimum of Universe State, which anyone cannot but accept as an ideal 
without resistance is suggested as grand design to establish Uni-Earth City, and to 
execute "a Making of Uni-Earth" project promoting fusion of earth scale. Because, 
Uni-Earth City must be the life space where scholarship is practiced as practical 
science and problems that modern society holds are entirely solved and an ultimate 
Utopia for each religion such as Promised Land, Elysium, the ultimate Islamic 
nations. 

In addition, it is an ideal that Uni-Earth City is the life space that there is not 
ethnicity at all. Therefore, we should find more idealized and developmental 
alternative and improvement that is neither counterargument nor criticism 
through discussion by intellectuals, experts, and scholars. (Recruitment of the idea 
rich in specialty) 

It is Japan that is the most adequate country to propose "Making of Uni-Earth." 
Because Japan can consider from any angle such as religion, weather, mental, 
thought, and material, and has most requirements to propose the thought for the 
weather for that diversity mentally materially, and the reason is that all most 
materials to propose shapes of ideal community. There are religions, politics, 
thoughts, houses, vehicles, food, clothes, climate from north, Hokkaido to south, 
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Okinawa, technologically rich companies and various letters such as kanji, alphabet, 
hiragana and katakana. Thus, the mysterious country that is neither Western nor 
Oriental, Japan has a mission to transmit that. 

The "Japan" means the people that studied Japan and have lived in Japan as well 
as Japanese. Any people of "Japan" can transmit the information. (Japan is an 
epitome, and it is a leader figure showing a fresh ideal method of mind 
characteristics and the material civilization of people.) 

A system of ideal city, Uni-Earth City spreads around the world as ideal social 
systems such as world politics, economy, education and law, and art and spirit 
become cultivated by construction of communities will be handed down in the 
people's mind and stay the ideal society permanently. 

That a theme of the 21st century "lives as a person" is not so complicated. 
However, in recent years, because of over-segmentalized ologies and 
over-informatized society, simple things are complexified and we cannot sometimes 
arrive at an essence. 

Thus thin-slicing, the way of thinking is required. (By "Blink," Malcolm Gladwell, 
correspondent of "NewYorker," "thin-slicing" means that Minimum information 
sometimes enables us to judge wiser than more, which is impossible when we have 
more information, and propound "We think subconsciously, and decide by the 
cumulative experience without mass new information" as a hypothesis. However, he 
prefaced the thought is not necessity, and merely, that is merely the avail to judge 
matters.) According to that, we must analyze the problem simply and solve quickly 
in consideration of the material time limit of the earth, ecocide. 

Several groups practice and suggest the lifestyle like "Uni-Earth City" already. 
Their concepts of 99.999% are the same as that of Uni-Earth City, but the rest, only 
0.001% are different from it. One of a difference is that "Uni-Earth City" possesses 
the system to possessing the structure to solve problems of "selfhood." Another is it 
has the provision for "Selfhood" to be driven into the natural consequence, and 
disposed. 

If nothing is done, a crisis to fall into the bottom of misfortune may visit it again 
by problems caused by a corporate strategy, war and worse of international 
situations, originated by "selfhood." We stand at the crossroads that can right solve 
the disposal of "selfhood," the proposition that the human has not been able to solve 
in historical times now. 
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XIV. Practicable organization 

 It is ideal that the country formed with people fuzing gradually as before. 
However, when "selfhood" is formed once, it begins to wish that it wants to continue 
being "selfhood" forever. That is "a law of selfhood saving," and it is why "selfhood" 
will not vanish. (There is the target that should be dealt with in a brain of each 
person.) Therefore, even if selfhood understands necessity to establish "Uni-Earth 
City," they will never do that. 

That is why while we know that it is "good," we cannot assume it "good." The root 
of various crimes is neither an individual, a politician, a bureaucrat, a company nor 
a country. All of that comes from selfhood. (We should hate not a person but the root 
establishing a crime.) The target is self-interest and the root of various crimes, 
"selfhood" persistently, and we must dispose of all "selfhood." 

Of course, common enemies of the human are "selfhood," the common proposition 
that we must solve. Thus society that we must live as "selfhood," and must continue 
being as "selfhood" must be reconstructed by demo-mobilization to vanish selfhood. 
All "Crystal Spirit" must graduates from "selfhood," and recur to developed "Crystal 
Spirit." 

The essence is how many people who have "Crystal Spirit" stronger than 
"selfhood" there is all over the world. The answer to that question determines 
whether "Uni-Earth City" can be created. 

Participants cannot get necompensation or fame through the project. Is there the 
person, company and group that do not mind self-sacrifice and participate without 
pay? (Genuine sightseeing) 

Then the disposal of "selfhood" is not possible as "selfhood." That is achieved by 
returning to only "Crystal Spirit." The strongest "selfhood" we have, the more 
"Crystal Spirit" stores strength exceeding "selfhood," and presently, it grows that it 
cannot be unlikely to remain "selfhood." (Growing to an adult) 

Therefore, when we know the limit of scholarship, become conscious of the 
meaning of money and point or purpose of living, noticed that we cannot live 
genuinely in the modern society, "selfhood" falls into self-contradiction, make a pole 
shift to "Crystal Spirit," and experience and think as not "selfhood" but "Crystal 
Spirit." Briefly, "Selfhood" exceeds its critical point, and reaches the arrival point 
that cannot but choose that we live as a person. 

However, it is necessary to completely satisfy "selfhood" to bring up the strong 
"selfhood" that a pole shifts can be caused, and to that end, it is necessary to 
practice the ultimate pursuit or simulate it in our brain. That requires the awful 
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will and stamina and, in the modern civilization, an investment and waste of vast 
money. In addition, in the modern society, when a new product is made one after 
another and excessive information is offered to, the earth will be destroyed and we 
will exhaust before personal desires are satisfied. As a result, spirit of most of us 
decays while we live in such an environment. 

Thus the strong "selfhood" which all people shift to "Crystal Spirit" is formed, and 
there is not leisure shifting to "Crystal Spirit" as a person for a material of the earth 
anymore mentally either. (Asking for the moon is unlimited.) Moreover, even though 
we wake as "Crystal Spirit" and shift to it, if the apple box, social structure is rotten, 
we will return to "selfhood”. (Poisoned by "selfhood") 

As that puppy becomes a dog, children of "Crystal Spirit" should originally be 
born as "Crystal Spirit." If the environment where they grow as "Crystal Spirit" 
without passing through "selfhood," people are fuss-free to become "Crystal Spirit." 

For this reason, "Uni-Earth City," where people born as and grow as "Crystal 
Spirit.", is needed. Thus, it is necessary for us to generate the drastic method 
toward complete relief not which all people can help building "Uni-Earth City" all 
together. (The way to contain "selfhood") 

At first, an outlandish idea is required how to express regret at the current world 
scene and promote building "Uni-Earth City" to the government all over the world. 

The idea must not belong to any religious and thought association and existing 
nations, and must be surely able to request construction of "Uni-Earth City" to 
governments around the world. (If they belong to something, factional selfhood 
disturbs fusion certainly) 

We are apt to rely on NPO groups, religious groups or thought about groups as a 
general means, but the opposite is country, "selfhood." Because the organizations 
are under supervision of countries, they do not have effect at all and they are easily 
ignored and collapsed by countries. 

The organizations also have a problem. Members of the organization listen to an 
opinion of their captain, but do not listen to others. The organization takes care of 
only members of it. Those are called "organized selfhood," and it cannot accept 
responsibility for all the people. Therefore, the organizations cannot realize 
"Uni-Earth City." 

In addition, many religious groups and the United Nations do not have enough 
quality to construct "Uni-Earth City" because of these reasons.(Religion does not 
unite with other religion) 

Therefore, we have to construct the new nation (government organization) that 
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has never been before and which exceeds any religion and countries all over the 
world. 

Whereat organization equal to nations that restrains “selfhood” and request to 
create “Uni-Earth City” is necessary. Its apple box is required to not be built in the 
rotten apple box but establish a larger apple box that can wrap the apple box. (The 
biggest apple) 

However, it must not participate in a right and money at all, and only aims at 
requesting to create ideal society, "Uni-Earth City" toward the world government. 
(If money and a right are affected, "selfhood" occurs) That organization, a nation is 
the Universe State, the nation of "Crystal Spirit." 

The Universe State is the oldest in the history of the universe, and has actually 
existed before the universe' birth. (The nation that transcended expression ways) 
However, it was lapsed into obscurity as soon as we forgot "Who am I?" 

The aim of "Crystal Spirit" is to make the world, which consists of "object" and 
"identifier," the original world of "Crystal Spirit," where there is neither distinction 
nor discrimination.  

There may be questions how "Crystal Spirit" creates the government of Universe 
State, but that is very easy if we review the fountainhead of constitution. 

Nations can be built without authorization, application, and public opinion. 
Whenas they can be suddenly established through people have the will expel 
adverse people. For instance, Transitional Authority of Iraqi junta in recent years, 
the US government, and Japan's government. Many cases are carried out by several 
or dozens of people. 

Condition for a country to be organized is to prepare the government, a territory, 
the nation and a constitution. One day, when the government is established in a 
nameless place, land or region, a territory, domain is claimed, the people who live 
there are made the citizens, and constitution is enforced by people who created the 
government, the nation is created. (Nation is corporation without capital. Hideyoshi 
Toyotomi said, "One who steals items is thief, but one who steals nations is not.) 

After that, collecting tax from ignorant citizens, deciding the way to distribute it 
by member, binding them by the law through imprinting the notion, what nation is, 
and making them engross entertainment for them not to think what nation is, the 
peaceful country will come along. A formation condition of a country creates 
government and has a territory, and it is the constitutional existence of the nation 
and enforcement. 

The country was originally an organization to assure of life, freedom and fairness 
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of all people. (The system of Crystal Spirit)  
The notion, nation is much superior to other associations such as religious 

organizations, thinking organizations, and various corporations. Because it can 
justify that, it is natural for anyone to obey the nation with minimum contradiction. 
However, if someone abuses the system, ruler-slave relation appears and inequality 
develops to begin strife. "Selfhood" abused this system. Because nations themselves 
are "selfhood," systems are entirely selfhood-based and even all of politicians, 
bureaucrats and citizens are slaves of "selfhood." 

"Selfhood" calls nation public, and mentions justice and abidance of convenient 
interpretation of the nation. 

Whereat, "Crystal Spirit" establishes the country after the same method. It 
deserves natural consequence for "selfhood." If the Universe State is the same as a 
nation of "selfhood," negation and argument for the Universe State are equal to 
self-abnegation. (Self-defeating contradiction) 

After all, both nation and living as a human being are very simple notion. It is no 
wonder that the Universe State, which has the widest territory that even contains 
the earth, where all of the citizen are civil officer, public "Crystal Spirit," and which 
is governed by the constitution, are suddenly established without application and 
authorization by "Crystal Spirit." 

Moreover, if the mechanism of establishment is similar to present nations, 
government activities that have been done now will be enabled  

 If logic is the same, scale of the nation, dimension and habitancy is quite 
irrelevant. For instance, the Vatican City State passes as one nation though its area 
is as large as that of Tokyo Disneyland, has the only around 1000 people. In addition, 
in Britain, there is a nation where dozens of people live. It seems to exist depending 
on recognition and political background. 

If the earth is compared to the Japanese Islands, at most, North America is 
Hokkaido, the Eurasian Continent is Honshu, the Australian Continent is Shikoku, 
and the African Continents Kyushu. The present scale of the human is too small, 
anyway. 

The earth is considered to be one country, but it is divided the world to several 
blocks after having considered climate, and the various system that are based on 
Uni-Earth City (the government of a unit at the minimum) about basic structure 
manages them. Then, it becomes Earth Confederation, only one government in the 
universe, and everyone can be an earthian. All religion, nations and races are 
included in Earth Confederation and there we try to unit them. It is unification by 
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"Crystal Spirit." (Unification for liberation) 

 

Those missions are supposed to be done by United Nations. However, even the 
United Nations is already influenced by "selfhood," they cannot be done by it. 

The reason why we cannot integrate is that concrete policy such as the above are 
not proposed. Even if that necessity is understood, those cannot be executed as long 
as "selfhood" rules the nation, and eventually, there is no measure but "selfhood" is 
solved after all. (A seal of "selfhood" requires a decisive factor) 

In Japan, regardless of the difference of religion, thought and race, we live there 
concretely and concretely all together. 

It is important to determine the social structure and standard of civilization that 
everyone can live peacefully and happily and to enable anyone to profit. There is the 
cause that we cannot execute even if we understand the necessity in national 
possession by a "selfhood," and there is not means than it still solves a "selfhood." 

The human has words, and we can talk. 

If Earth Confederation will be made by our discussion, we can separate from 
"selfhood." 

Because the Universe State is not a ruler, it does not own all weapon. Thus, there 
is no compelling force. It is possible for it only to request and conversation, 
eventually, it has the only way to expect people to act sensibly. 

No tax and money are collected at all because the Universe State aims at the 
society where money does not need. 
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A civil servant of Universe State is a good-natured citizen of an existing nation. It 
will not change for them to obey the law, to be punished when they disobey, to pay 
their taxes, and to support the nation as citizens. In fact, Earth Confederation is 
created by not the Universe State but the world government persistently. 

 
Thus, they must pay a tax and support so much because each country needs 

considerable money to build each Uni-Earth City. (The Universe State is a 
supporting party)  

We expect that people live as an earthian in Earth Confederation that countries 
in the world create by collective effort. The Universe State merely requests the 
world government to shift to Earth Confederation based on the new ideal. It is 
vicarious agency of "Crystal Spirit" before Earth Confederation completed. (The 
Universe State is a supervisor and a coordinator.) 

 
If various countries in the world accept the request of the Universe State, existing 

nations disband, and new "Earth Confederation" is born. Thereby, world scenes 
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change drastically. 
However, there is one problem that we have to pay attention to. 
That is, if Earth Confederation is ruled or possessed by someone, "selfhood" will 

arise. That state is not different from now at all and as a result, new ruler will be 
born. (History of rule). 

To prevent it, it is needed to dissolute the organization which made Earth 
Federation and the idea of not producing "Selfhood" is also required. Then we have 
to systematize politics not to “Selfhood" cannot concern it. If that is achieved, all 
people get possible to live as earthians in the ideal world. 

 
Therefore, the aims of the Universe State are to complete the system where 

politics, economy, education and information are not possessed by "Selfhood". 
When it is done, the Universe State finally finishes the duty. If an ideal country 

without a ruler, Earth Confederation is complete, vicarious agency, the Universe 
State of "Crystal Spirit" are dismantled, and at that time, civil servants of the 
Universe State will be able to become citizens of Earth Confederation. 

Because even the Universe State changes into "selfhood" before long if it 
continues, it must be certainly dismantled eventually. Civil servants of the Universe 
State are also required the strictness. Thus a goal of the Universe State is for a 
purpose of construction of Earth Confederation is achieved, and for itself to be 
dismantled. In addition, the Universe State is completely neutral until Earth 
Confederation is completed. 

Therefore, Earth Confederation is expressed with "Confederation" not "Nation." It 
is a federation and harmony of people. 

It is harmony of people that is "myself," "Crystal Spirit" itself. By fruition of it, the 
society fair in all continues eternally. 
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The confederation with harmony is the real democracy in a true meaning and 

that is the Symbionism. 
※ Reference: The difference between Earth Confederation and present system 

 Present system Earth Confederation 
Founding of a country Convenient of the ruler Request by the Universe State 

Race・nationality Japanese, American, etc Everyone is the Earthian 

Nation Too many Only one 
Constitution and law Various Only one 

Territory Decentralization Whole earth 
Rule Each nations Government of Earth 

Confederation 
Politics Politician and bureaucrat Shift to the system 

Principle Capitalism Symbionism 
Economy Market economy Regional autarky 
Industrial 

establishment 
Mass production and 

consumption 
Maintenance-based 

Money and tax Too much insist No tax・Equal work and wealth 
Ownership Nation, company, individual Earth Confederation 

Disparity in wealth Large(Hierarchy exists) Almost none 
  
Making Earth Confederation has not completed because of obstruction by 
"selfhood”. 

Not all people are "selfhood." For this reason, I wish everyone to notice that we 
stopped noticing that we are "Crystal Spirit." 
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It is required that the Universe State stops "selfhood" around the world and make 
all people happy through awakening as "Crystal Spirit," integration of the earth, 
establishment of Earth Confederation. 

If one nation on the world was built and there were concrete idea to make 
impartial society that does not have discrimination and distinction, the current 
world would be quite different. (The plan of Earth Confederation and the way to 
make it) 

Construction of Earth Confederation promises to create genuine ideal society. If 
that comes true, hostility on the earth will be exterminated, and anyone will be able 
to live as an earthian happily and peacefully. (The achievement of absolute peace) 

The Universe State does not compel you, but "selfhood" never stops until it learns 
lesson. It is doomsday when "selfhood" learns lesson next time, irreversible time. It 
cannot connive that "Crystal Spirit" destroys the earth with "selfhood," and die 
together. 

Being unable to stand by, this is suggested. ― "the Universe State asks the 
world government these. - Build Earth Confederation. Develop it based on 
Uni-Earth City, which is the base of ideal society. Create the environment where all 
people can live freely, fairly, happily, peacefully and safely." 

 
If the request remain to be rejected and ignored, citizens also will be ignore a 

request of nations same as what world, "selfhood" does for the Universe State, 
"Crystal Spirit," then striding nonpayment of a tax or disregard of a law will be 
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expected. That is responsibility of "selfhood" which takes over organizations, 
nations for self-interest. (Natural consequence) 

A nation requested a citizen many things until today, and the citizen obeyed them 
entirely. They will obey as citizens, slaves of the nation controlled by "selfhood" in 
future. 

However, if current social structure continues, it can be expected easily that 
rich-poor gap spreads more and more. If politics is privatized as capitalism, market 
economy and idolizing money thought, a public concept as a human being will be 
extinct come the ultimate survival society without constancy, and life that we were 
frightened will be forced. 

That is, the Privatization with "selfhood" does only activate "selfhood" itself and 
means our ruin. The nations will drive recklessly by "selfhood" and enterprises will 
be out of control by “selfhood".  

Moreover, the world integration and liberalization with military power and power 
of the state by “selfhood" makes people to become slave and to be ruled by “selfhood”. 
And also the ruler himself will be under the control by “selfhood" and be the slave 
soon or later. To the end, either we will be ruined or be orphan in the space eternally 
as long as we are “selfhood”. 

In the world of “Selfhood”, the weak are tend to be ignored. If a pension is reduced, 
and burdens of the medical welfare costs increase, and a tax increases, it will be 
inevitable that repulsion for the nation becomes strong. 

As for the citizens in the world, a life maintenance has a risky condition and 
pursuit of essential freedom and happiness by continuous ecocide, expansion of 
rich-poor gap, poverty and starvation by concentration of wealth, and increasing of 
criminal they causes. The government in the world gropes for this breakthrough 
plan, but there is no bright idea. 

Thus a current politics system is directed far from the original purpose and role of 
government.: the expansion of rich-poor gap, spreading war and starvation, lack of 
essential freedom and equality about right, money and taxation system, and 
degradation of the ecocide by market economy and manufacturing industrial 
structure. (New world order is requested) 

In addition, the new government based on a completely fresh principle is 
necessary to rebuild society mainly on "Crystal Spirit" because the cause mentioned 
above is "selfhood." (Necessity of a paradigm shift) 

In other words, the fresh government where all people can fuse as "Crystal Spirit" 
must be established and the new Earth Confederation governments where all 
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people can maintain life fairly, enjoy essential freedom, and live peacefully and 
happily must be created by "Crystal Spirit." 

 And this must be executed with all people's agreement and that is a request from 
the Universe State government and right of the people. 

 
That is requested world nations after showing an example (the model of theories 

and practice of ideal society to be finally created) of "Uni-Earth City" as the method 
easily understood and accepted by the world government and sovereign around the 
world. Thus, misunderstanding will not be surely caused. 

Postscript 

There seems little doubt that raison d'etre of the universe, the earth, and one is 
asking oneself what the "Crystal Spirit" and answering the way one lives as the 
genetic conscious and future is going to be. 

The aim is not the completion of the individual (1 piece) nor the some groups (1 
part) but the completion of the whole Jigsaw puzzle (All people are "Crystal Spirit" 
but are scattered now)  

Briefly, the present world must be completed as "Crystal Spirit”, not as "selfhood." 
The human has superior civilization power, and by Internet of earth scale, 

information can be shared almost simultaneously in the 21st century. It is the social 
climate, "An attempt is sometimes easier than expected." today. 

To build Erath Confederation finally is the gargantuan project that is not be able 
to be done by only individual. Therefore, it is needed to find the answer to “How 
human beings have to live as ideal”, and to play each one’s role (project) as a 1 piece 
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in the puzzle. 

 

That is, it is needed to show everyone the things that are practiced for others at 
first (example: Ultimate medical treatment, ultimate house, the best water service, 
etc. Ultimate theory and practice) 

However, it must be insufficient for individual, each group, and each organization 
to complete it. It is necessary for them to act with other person who has the same 
will as Universe-State while keeping their action. That is, the necessity to propose   
the project which is executed by individual, each group, and each organization  as 
the way the ideal nation (Earth Confederation) is. In addition, the necessity to make 
system that is able to make the ideal come true with the foundation of the nation. 
(Methodology) 

There comes the last big chance, if we can create Earth Confederation, which is 
based on the ideal community”Uni-Earth City”, all people can wake up and live as 
"Crystal Spirit." 

If once we wake up as "Crystal Spirit," human being, a purpose to live is achieved, 
and all problems, contradictions and mysteries will be solved. In addition, the ideal 
society can continue permanently for all people due to become complete human 
being, "Crystal Spirit." 

For this reason, we should establish Uni-Earth City, where we can live as a 
human being everywhere without belonging to any nations and any religions, and it 
is necessary to show standard of living as a human being. 

Stereotype restricted by nations, religion and nations in the world is wiped out by 
showing that. On the earth, only where life inhabits in the large universe, and 
which shines blue, we can mark an important first step toward creating the world 
that people live peacefully. 

However, before that, it is necessary to ask people whether we wait until the 
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apple tree rots or we reconstruct the apple box, bring up the apple tree where great 
apples grow and create the ideal apple box then live with them about creating the 
new apple box (Uni-Earth City). That is, we need to change our consciousness. 

"Crystal Spirit" has bilateral character. One is "conscience," human, another is 
"wickness," selfhood. We cannot find which is true, the real intention. "The Crystal 
Spirit" expected to reach the identity. (We learned and experienced enough.) 

Whereat, the real intention in all "Crystal Spirit" can be known through asking 
right or wrong of the establishing Earth Confederation. If they choose the 
establishment, they are "Conscience," otherwise "Wickness." If "Wickness" is our 
real identity, we never need to create the universe. Because if it were created, 
eventually, the end to be ruined would come. 

Whereas, if "Conscience” is our real identity, we can part from “Wickness." 
Time of the Judgment finally came. "Consciences" or "Wickness?", "human" or 

"selfhood?" The world vacillates wildly and is divided into two, and then the answer 
will appear.(Sheep or hircine) 

This judgment is the judgment for “Crystal Spirit” itself. Therefore, the judge is 
each of us, who are its double. So we have to need to ask all the people, “Crystal 
Spirit”. 

Generally speaking, the riches cannot approve to reconstruction but that is no 
matter. Because if the apple tree rots, anyone including riches must suffer. 

According to the property of "selfhood," escalation of pursuit of unlimited greed 
expands rich-poor gap, and riches will be exhausted because they fall among or 
conflict each other to be wealthier. (Monopoly is not permitted in the society of 
“Selfhood”.)  

If many people really choose the reconstruction, it is necessary for us to start to 
build the new fresh apple box immediately. Conversely many people does not choose 
the reconstruction, they may expect to remain even if an apple rots. That induces 
they connive at ecocide, nuclear armaments, combats, and increase of crime. Thus, 
that means resignation for apology of "selfhood." In that case, the person who 
violated the criminal and the war is not guiltiness. The guilty is in ourselves who 
leave the apple box as it is. 

Even if no matter how much sophism and idealism such as the bright future, 
clean or ecology are told and global environment protection activity and an anti-war 
movement are executed, they will be meaningless at all as long as the action to 
build Earth Confederation is not taken. 

If the numbers of the people who wish to keep the present world as it is are so 
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many, we will rot the apple tree with many selfish apples because the flow of the 
world changes toward the way many consciousness intend to.  

That requires examination of the way to win a place in the ultimate selfish society, 
and national reinforcement of security and defensiveness will be emphasized. 

We must not make light of "selfhood." Each of us must also wrestle with a way of 
self-defense seriously. Moreover, we must provide the way to savor carouse in rest 
time. (Security of overrunning of egotistical liberalism and security only of oneself) 

Is that all right with you? 
Nobody should expect such things. For this reason, we do not live as "selfhood" in 

the world of polite face, we should create the world where there are not hesitation, 
pretenses and lie and live together. 

Now, when the practical method to change the world, we are expect that change 
our own spirit (consciousness), and show our intention in terms not as "selfhood," 
but as "Crystal Spirit" - "How do we live?", "How would we like to do with the 
society?", "How should the earth be changed?" And we are expected to assemble, 
discuss, consolidate together with comrade, and transmit the request of "Making of 
Uni-Earth" to the government, economic quarters, and various people all over the 
world, then create the Earth Confederation in world governments. 

I want you to participate and make this project known by your own intention 
because this project is something like a message game. However, it is undesirable 
for the project to become different from the original or to become misunderstandings. 
In order to avoid such a case, this content is also available as a PDF file at the 
homepage. (http://universe‐state .com)  

 It is no problem to copy or translate this book as it has no author and no 
copyright. (Please refrain from the falsification and sales of the text.) 

 I want you to request “Making of Uni-Earth, the construction of Earth 
Confederation” to all over the world together with the people who has the same will 
(It does not matter if you try it only by yourself, as the important thing is to 
understand and to act. To change the world is completed by not making your mate 
but by the message to the people all over the world.) 

I think Japan (Japanese government) must play the role as Universe State, the 
coordinator of the world because everything is available in Japan.(Become 
conductor) 

When the number of Crystal Spirit reached a critical point while consciousness 
changes to "Crystal Spirit" individual by individual, all people transform 
themselves from "selfhood" into "Crystal Spirit." 
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Everything starts from “To help the people all over the world as the civil servant 
of Universe State, “Crystal Spirit” with the boast and the sense of responsibility.” 

Because it means, “to live as “Crystal Spirit”…. 
It is present nations or ourselves that choose how we live in future. The theme 

that "Crystal Spirit" bet on the last chance in the 21st century, that is to "live as a 
person, Crystal Spirit”. 

Universe State Government 
 

 
 

The Universe State charter 
 

Harmony consist of symbiosis,  
and harmony is considered as the most valuable. 

 
I. Sharing of all rights ― All rights and all responsibility should be shared, 

and that is considered as fairness. 

II. Sharing of all creation ― Everything except the human body should be 
shared, and fair distribution is fundamental principle 

III. Relief of people ― Blissfulness is achieved by complete relief of refugees. 
(HELP: Health, Equal, Love, Peace) 

IV. The unified nation on the earth, Earth Confederation should be 
purposed, and the other countries must not be established afterward. 

V. Any weapons must not be produced. 

VI. We should acquire self-awareness and self-respect as "Crystal 
Spirit"; Praying happiness and peace and feeling grateful for all 
people leads to respecting "Crystal Spirit." 

          
 The founding of Universe State (the nation of “Crystal Spirit”) is informed at 
October 1, 2003, to relieve everything completely. 
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